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SUMMARY
Nephronophthisis-related ciliopathies (NPHP-RC) are degenerative recessive diseases that affect
kidney, retina and brain. Genetic defects in NPHP gene products that localize to cilia and
centrosomes defined them as ‘ciliopathies’. However, disease mechanisms remain poorly
understood. Here we identify by whole exome resequencing, mutations of MRE11, ZNF423, and
CEP164 as causing NPHP-RC. All three genes function within the DNA damage response (DDR)
pathway, hitherto not implicated in ciliopathies. We demonstrate that, upon induced DNA
damage, the NPHP-RC proteins ZNF423, CEP164 and NPHP10 colocalize to nuclear foci positive
for TIP60, known to activate ATM at sites of DNA damage. We show that knockdown of CEP164
or ZNF423 causes sensitivity to DNA damaging agents, and that cep164 knockdown in zebrafish
results in dysregulated DDR and an NPHP-RC phenotype. We identify TTBK2, CCDC92, NPHP3
and DVL3 as novel CEP164 interaction partners. Our findings link degenerative diseases of
kidney and retina, disorders of increasing prevalence, to mechanisms of DDR.
INTRODUCTION
Nephronophthisis (NPHP) is a recessive cystic kidney disease that represents the most
frequent genetic cause of end-stage kidney disease in the first three decades of life. NPHP-
related ciliopathies (NPHP-RC) are single-gene recessive disorders that affect kidney, retina,
brain and liver by prenatal-onset dysplasia or by organ degeneration and fibrosis in early
adulthood. Identification of recessive mutations in more than 10 different genes (NPHP1-
NPHP10) (Attanasio et al., 2007; Delous et al., 2007; Hildebrandt et al., 1997; Mollet et al.,
2002; Olbrich et al., 2003; Otto et al., 2002; Otto, 2005; Otto et al., 2010a; Otto et al., 2003;
Otto et al., 2008; Sayer et al., 2006; Valente et al., 2006) revealed that their gene products
share localization at the primary cilia-centrosomes complex and mitotic spindle poles in a
cell cycle dependent manner, characterizing them as retinal-renal “ciliopathies” (Ansley et
al., 2003; Hildebrandt et al., 2011). Multiple signaling pathways downstream of cilia have
been implicated in the disease mechanisms of NPHP-RC, including Wnt signaling
(Germino, 2005; Simons et al., 2005) and Shh signaling (Huangfu and Anderson, 2005;
Huangfu et al., 2003). However, despite convergence of ciliopathy pathogenesis at cilia and
centrosomes it remains largely unknown what signaling pathways downstream of cilia and
centrosome function operate in the disease mechanisms that generate the NPHP-RC
phenotypes.
Centrosomal proteins have been recently implicated in DNA damage response (DDR). Both
pericentrin (PCNT), a core centrosomal protein (Doxsey et al., 1994), as well as CEP152,
encoding a centrosomal protein required for centriolar duplication (Blachon et al., 2008), are
defective in Seckel syndrome, an autosomal recessive disorder characterized by dwarfism,
microcephaly and mental retardation (Griffith et al., 2008; Kalay et al., 2011; Rauch et al.,
2008). Consistent with the first mutation identified in Seckel syndrome being in ataxia-
telangiectasia mutated and RAD3-related (ATR), a key phosphoinositide 3-kinase-related
protein kinase involved in DDR signaling (O’Driscoll et al., 2003), PCNT- and CEP152-
mutant cells are also defective in ATR-dependent DDR signaling, although the mechanism
of the signaling defect is not fully understood. It has been proposed that PCNT signals G2/M
arrest by affecting centrosomal localization of CHK1 (Tibelius et al., 2009). CEP152
interacts with CINP, a cell-cycle checkpoint protein, which itself binds to ATR-interacting
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protein (ATRIP) and regulates ATR-dependent signaling, resistance to replication stress,
and G2 checkpoint integrity (Lovejoy et al., 2009).
Recessive null mutations in certain NPHP genes cause severe, congenital-onset phenotypes
(Meckel syndrome) of dysplasia and malformation in kidney (polycystic dysplastic kidneys),
eye (coloboma/microphthalmia), cerebellum (vermis hypoplasia in Joubert syndrome), and
liver (cysts, ductal plate malformation), whereas hypomorphic mutations in the same gene
cause late-onset, degenerative phenotypes such as renal tubular degeneration with fibrosis
(nephronophthisis), retinal degeneration (Senior-Loken syndrome; SLSN), and liver fibrosis
(Chaki et al., 2011; Hildebrandt et al., 2011). However, disease mechanisms of neither the
dysplastic nor the degenerative phenotypes of NPHP-RC are understood. This situation is
partially due to the fact that the more than 10 known NPHP genes explain less than 50% of
all cases with NPHP-RC, and that many of the single-gene causes of NPHP-RC are still
unknown (Otto et al., 2010b). The finding that some of the recently identified genetic causes
of NPHP-RC are exceedingly rare (Attanasio et al., 2007) necessitates the ability to identify
novel single-gene causes of NPHP-RC in single affected families. To achieve this goal we
developed a strategy that combines homozygosity mapping with whole exome resequencing
(WER) (Otto et al., 2010a). Because this approach allows identification of multiple different
causes of NPHP-RC within a short time frame it has the potential of delineating pathogenic
pathways.
Using this approach, we identify here mutations in 3 new NPHP-RC genes, MRE11,
ZNF423, and CEP164, which together suggest involvement of a DNA damage response
(DDR) signaling pathway in NPHP-RC pathogenesis.
RESULTS
Whole exome resequencing accelerates discovery of NPHP-RC genes
Identification of monogenic causes of ciliopathies is limited by their rarity (Attanasio et al.,
2007), necessitating methods to identify ciliopathy-causing genes in single families, which
include whole exome resequencing (WER). However, WER typically yields hundreds of
variants from normal reference sequence as “candidate mutations” (Ng et al., 2009), whereas
only a single-gene mutation will represent the disease cause. To overcome this limitation,
we here combined WER with homozygosity mapping (Hildebrandt et al., 2009c) in sib pairs
affected with NPHP-RC and performed functional analysis of the identified genes (Otto et
al., 2010a).
Homozygosity mapping yielded positional candidate regions of homozygosity by descent
(Hildebrandt et al., 2009c) in families A3471 (2 regions), F874 (9 regions), and
KKESH001-7 (14 regions) (Figure 1), who had one or more features of NPHP-RC,
including NPHP, retinal degeneration, liver fibrosis, or cerebellar degeneration/hypoplasia
(Table 1). We then performed WER in one affected individual of each of the three NPHP-
RC families (Ng et al., 2009; Otto et al., 2010a). Remarkably, each of three NPHP-RC genes
consecutively identified by this approach, MRE11, ZNF423 and CEP164, suggested a
functional connection to the DDR pathway (Figure 1, Table 1).
A mutation of MRE11 causes progressive cerebellar degeneration
In family F3471 two siblings had cerebellar vermis hypoplasia (CVH), a central feature of
NPHP-RC (Table 1). Mapping regions of homozygosity by descent yielded 2 candidate loci
(Figure 1A). WER detected a homozygous truncation mutation (p.R633X) of MRE11
(Figure 1B; Table 1) previously described for CVH in a Pakistani family (Stewart et al.,
1999). Family F3471 is also from Pakistan, suggesting a founder effect for this allele.
MRE11 is an essential component of the ATM-Chk2 pathway of DDR (Figure S1), where it
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recruits ATM (ataxia telangiectasia-mutated) to sites of DNA double-strand breaks (Figure
S1A). Rediscovery of this MRE11 mutation in family F3471 thus generated an unexpected
link between NPHP-RC phenotype and the ATM pathway of DDR signaling (Figure S1A).
Patients with the NPHP-RC Joubert syndrome have defects in ZNF423
Another link of NPHP-RC to the ATM pathway of DDR signaling emerged from
homozygosity mapping and WER in two siblings (F874) with infantile onset NPHP, CVH,
and situs inversus (Table 1). SNP mapping yielded nine candidate regions of homozygosity
by descent (Figure 1C). We identified in both affected individuals a homozygous missense
mutation (p.P913L; conserved in vertebrates) of ZNF423 (Figure 1D). In addition, when
examining 96 additional Joubert syndrome subjects, we detected two heterozygous-only
mutations of ZNF423: p.P506fsX43 in family A106 and p.H1277Y in individual A111-21
(Table 1). Mutations of the mouse ortholog Zfp423 cause reduced proliferation and
abnormal development of midline neural progenitors resulting in a loss of the cerebellar
vermis (Alcaraz et al., 2006; Cheng et al., 2007) similar to that seen in Joubert syndrome
patients with CVH.
ZNF423 encodes a protein with 30 zinc fingers (Figure 2A). Interestingly, a mouse mutation
disrupting only the last zinc finger, similar to p.H1277Y, is sufficient to cause a severe
phenotype (Cheng et al., 2007). Mouse models also display phenotypic variability that is
subject to modifier genes, environment, and stochastic effects (Alcaraz et al., 2011; Alcaraz
et al., 2006), consistent with the variable presentations of NPHP-RC patients. The
homozygous mutation p.P913L, located between zinc fingers 21 and 22 (Figure 2A), most
likely exerts recessive loss-of-function, analogous to the Zfp423 mouse models. Of the
heterozygous-only mutations, one (p.N506fsX43) truncates the protein before the 11th zinc
finger, whereas the other mutation (p.H1277Y) abrogates a zinc-coordinating histidine that
is part of the knuckle in the last zinc finger, which is required for interactions with EBF
family transcription factors (Tsai and Reed, 1998), and is likely critical for ZNF423 function
(Figure 2A).
We next examined whether the heterozygous-only mutations (Table 1) lead to loss of
function via a dominant mechanism, using a proliferation assay in P19 cells (Figure 2B–D).
Mutations were engineered into a FLAG-tagged ZNF423 cDNA and assayed by a S-phase
index, defined as the proportion of transfected cells that incorporate BrdU in 1 h, 48 h after
transfection. Simple loss of function alleles should not interfere with endogenous Zfp423
activity in this assay. Indeed, overexpression of either wild-type or the homozygous p.P913L
allele had no effect (Figure 2D). However, transfection with either the p.P506fsX43 frame-
shifting allele, which removes the zinc fingers required for SMAD and EBF interactions,
and the H1277Y substitution allele, which destroys the terminal zinc finger required for EBF
interaction, reduced the mitotic index to little more than half that of cells transfected with
GFP control vector or other alleles of ZNF423 (Figure 2B–D). A dominant mechanism is
plausible for the two heterozygous mutations, as each is predicted to interfere selectively
with a subset of interaction domains (Figure 2A). Neither subject had siblings, and DNA
from parents was not available to determine whether the mutations occurred de novo.
We detected five additional putative mutations in highly conserved (including histidine
knuckle) residues of ZNF423 among Joubert syndrome families (Table S1). While these
mutations have not been confirmed functionally, the high incidence of predicted deleterious
mutations found in patients but absent from 270 healthy control individuals, dbSNP, and
1,000 Genomes Project data further support identification of ZNF423 as a causal gene in
NPHP-RC and JBS.
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ZNF423/OAZ was recently shown to interact with the DNA ds-damage sensor PARP1
(poly-ADP ribosyl polymerase 1) (Ku et al., 2003), which recruits MRE11 and ATM to sites
of DNA damage (Figure S1A). This indirectly linked ZNF423 to the ATM pathway of DNA
damage signaling (Figure S1A). We therefore tested whether ZNF423 mutations affect
interaction between ZNF423 and PARP1. Coimmunoprecipitation verified the association of
ZNF423 and PARP1 in reciprocal assays (Figure 2E). More importantly, the truncating
mutation P506fsX43, which we detected in a JBTS patient (Table 1), abrogates this
interaction (Figure 2E), while H1277Y inhibits multimerization of ZNF423 (Figure 2E). In
addition, depletion of ZNF423 mRNA caused sensitivity to DNA damaging agents (see
below).
Furthermore, we identified ZNF423 as a direct interaction partner of CEP290/NPHP6,
which is mutated in NPHP-RC (Sayer et al., 2006; Valente et al., 2006). In a yeast two-
hybrid screen of human fetal brain library with a CEP290 (JAS2; amino acids 1917–2479)
‘bait’ we found 3 in-frame “prey” sequences corresponding to ZNF423 (amino acids 178–
406). This interaction was confirmed in a direct yeast two-hybrid assay (Figure 2F) and by
co-immunoprecipitation of CEP290/NPHP6 with ZNF423 expressed in HEK293T cells
(Figure 2G). CEP290/NPHP6 is known to interact with the NPHP-RC protein NPHP5
(Schafer et al., 2008) and localizes to the ciliary transition zone (Sang et al., 2011). A
nuclear function of CEP290/NPHP6 is likely: it contains a nuclear localization sequence
(NLS), binds the transcription factor ATF4, and localizes to the nucleus by cell fractionation
(Sayer et al., 2006). Direct binding between ZNF423 and CEP290/NPHP6, whose mutation
also causes a CVH phenotype (Sayer et al., 2006; Valente et al., 2006), is consonant with
other NPHP-RC protein interactions in dynamic complexes (Sang et al., 2011).
Mutations of CEP164 cause NPHP-RC
Leber congenital amaurosis (LCA) is an early-onset form of isolated retinal degeneration
(RD) that can be allelic with NPHP-RC. For example, null mutations of CEP290/NPHP6
cause severe multiorgan NPHP-RC variants of JBTS and MKS syndromes (Helou et al.,
2007), whereas hypomorphic mutations cause LCA only (Chang et al., 2006; den Hollander
et al., 2006). By homozygosity mapping in a Saudi family (KKESH001) of first-cousin
parents with a child who had LCA with nystagmus, hyperopic discs, vascular attenuation,
diffuse retinal pigment epithelium atrophy, and non-recordable ERG (Table 1), we obtained
14 candidate regions (Figure 1E). By whole exome resequencing we detected a homozygous
point mutation in CEP164 (centrosomal protein 164 kDa) that abolished the termination
codon, adding 57 amino acid residues to the open reading frame (p.X1460WfsX57) (Figure
1F, Table 1). The mutation was absent from 96 Saudi healthy controls and from 224 North
American LCA patients who lack mutations in other known LCA genes.
We also had considered CEP164 a candidate gene for NPHP-RC, because it is part of the
human centrosomal proteome (Andersen et al., 2003). We performed exon-PCR and Sanger
sequencing of all 31 coding exons for one affected individual in each of 856 different
NPHP-RC families (see Experimental Methods Online). We detected both mutated CEP164
alleles in each of 3 additional families with NPHP-RC (Table 1; Figure S2). Specifically, we
found i) a homozygous missense mutation (p.Q11P; conserved to Chlamydomonas) in two
siblings of family F319 with Senior-Loken syndrome (NPHP with retinal degeneration)
(Table 1), ii) compound heterozygosity for a missense mutation (p.R93W; conserved to
Chlamydomonas) and a truncating mutation (p.Q525X) in three siblings of family F59 with
Senior-Loken syndrome, one of whom also had seizures and intellectual disability and, iii) a
homozygous nonsense mutation (p.R576X) in individual NPH-505 with Senior-Loken
syndrome, partial vermis aplasia and bronchiectasis (Table 1). In individuals with LCA we
also detected heterozygous mutations, for which we were unable to detect a second recessive
allele. These were p.R93W, also present in F59, and p.Q1410X, which was detected in two
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families with phenotypic features of Joubert syndrome and oral-facial-digital syndrome
(OFG6), and heterozygously in two out of 96 healthy control individuals (data not shown).
All other mutations were absent from >96 ethnically matched healthy control individuals
and from healthy controls of the 1000 genomes project (Table 1). We thereby identified
recessive mutations of CEP164 as a new cause of NPHP-RC. Because of the significant
overlap of phenotypic features with other forms of NPHP-RC we introduce the alias
NPHP14 for the CEP164 protein (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim/?term=nphp*).
Although the number of families with CEP164 mutation is small, our findings suggest a
genotype-phenotype correlation (Table 1). First, the patient with the mildest phenotype had
isolated LCA only and a homozygous mutation (p.X1460WfsX57) that removes the
termination codon, adding 57 new amino acids to the C-terminus. This may reduce protein
function, because overexpression of full-length CEP164 with a C-terminal GFP tag strongly
reduced centrosomal labeling compared to an N-terminal GFP tag (Figure 3A–D). Second,
the homozygous missense allele (p.Q11P) caused a multi-organ phenotype of NPHP with
retinal degeneration (Senior-Loken syndrome; SLSN). Third, compound heterozygosity for
one missense and one truncating allele (p.R93W; p.Q525X) caused SLSN with additional
central nervous system involvement. Fourth, a homozygous truncating mutation (p.R576X)
caused a severe phenotype that combined Joubert syndrome (NPHP, retinal degeneration
and vermis hypoplasia) with bronchiectasis, a classic feature of primary ciliary dyskinesia
(PCD), a disease of motile cilia. These data further support the gradient of genotype-
phenotype correlations characteristic of NPHP-RC, in which null mutations cause the severe
dysplastic phenotypes of Meckel syndrome and Joubert syndrome, whereas hypomorphic
alleles cause the milder degenerative phenotypes of NPHP and SLSN (Hildebrandt et al.,
2011).
CEP164 is transcribed into 3 common isoforms (Figure S2A–C). In addition to the
centrosome, CEP164 is part of the photoreceptor sensory cilium proteome (Liu et al., 2007).
Homozygous truncating mutations found in exons common to isoforms 1 and 3, but not in
isoform 2 support the idea that isoforms 1 and/or 3 are relevant for the NPHP-RC phenotype
(Figure S2B). The deduced CEP164 amino acid sequence has a WW domain (aa 57–89),
which interacts with the DDR protein ATRIP (Figure S2D). CEP164 also contains a
segment of 6 coiled-coil domains (Figure S1C), which are frequently found in NPHP-RC
genes (Hildebrandt et al., 2009a). CEP164 is conserved across species including the green
alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, suggesting a conserved function with strong sequence
constraints. To study expression and subcellular localization of the CEP164 protein we
utilized antibodies against human CEP164 and characterized them by immunoblotting and
by immunofluorescence (Figure S3).
Mutation of CEP164 abrogates mother centriole localization
By confocal microscopy of GFP-labeled CEP164 protein with other labels, we show that
CEP164 colocalizes in hTERT-RPE cells with the mother centriole, with the mitotic spindle
poles, and with the abscission structure in a cell cycle-dependent way (Figure S4), a feature
characteristic of proteins involved in single-gene ciliopathies (Otto et al., 2010a) (Graser et
al., 2007).
We then examined subcellular localization of CEP164 in mouse retina (Figure S3C) as well
as in MDCK2 (Madin Darby canine kidney) cell lines, IMCD3 (mouse kidney inner
medullary collecting duct) cell lines (Figure 3), and hTERT-RPE (human retinal pigment
epithelium) cell lines (Figure S3D–F, Figure S5A) that stably express GFP-tagged human
full length CEP164 wild type isoform 1 from a doxycyclin-inducible stable expression
construct (NGFP-hCEP164-WT). We found that upon IF using the α-CEP164-NR antibody
in MDCK cells as well as upon induction with doxycyclin (10 ng/ml) of N-terminally GFP
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tagged NGFP-hCEP164-WT in IMCD3 cells, CEP164 localizes to mother centrioles of cells
(Figure 3A–B). In contrast, the signal at centrosomes was abrogated upon overexpression of
an N-terminally GFP-tagged truncated CEP164 construct representing the mutation
p.Q525X (Figure 3C). Furthermore, the signal occurred at a reduced number of centrosomes
upon overexpression of C-terminally GFP-tagged human full-length construct (Figure 3D),
which mimics the mutation p.X1460WfsX57 occurring in NPHP-RC family KKESH001
that causes a read-through of the stop-codon X1460, adding 57 aberrant amino acid residues
to the C-terminus of CEP164 (Table 1). Corresponding data were obtained upon CEP164
expression in hTERT_RPE cells (Figure S3D–E). We thus demonstrated lack of
centrosomal localization for the truncating mutation p.Q525X and for an equivalent of the
p.Q1460WextX57 mutation.
Endogenous Cep164 levels regulate cilia in 3D epithelial spheroid structures
Loss of function of several genes that cause nephronophthisis in NPHP-RC cause disruption
of 3D architecture of renal epithelial cell culture (Otto et al., 2010a; Sang et al., 2011). To
evaluate CEP164 by this criterion, we transfected murine kidney IMCD3 cells with siRNA
oligonucleotides against murine Cep164, or random sequences (Ctrl) in 3D spheroid growth
assays. After 3 days, siCtrl transfected cells formed spheroid structures with a clear lumen,
apical cilia, defined tight junctions and clear basolateral structure. Cells transfected with
siCep164 developed spheroids with overall normal architecture and size, but with markedly
reduced frequency of cilia (Figure 3E–H). While 49% of the spheroid cells transfected with
siCtrl generated detectable cilia, only 33% of the siCep164 transfected cells grown in 3D
cultures were ciliated (p<0.0001). We conclude that Cep164 affects ciliogenesis or
maintenance, but that the overall architecture of renal 3D growths is not as grossly affected
as we have previously seen for knockdown of other NPHP-RC genes (Sang et al., 2011).
To exclude the possibility that the effect observed was due to off-target effects, we used two
IMCD3 clones stably transfected with inducible full-length human CEP164 (IMCD3-NGFP-
CEP164-WT clones 2 and 8). Both lines form spheroids in 3D cultures. We then repeated
siRNA of the endogenous murine Cep164 and observed no irregularities except for reduced
cilia frequency. However, after doxycycline induction of siCep164-resistant human NGFP-
CEP164, ciliary frequencies were restored, with 57% of the siCep164 transfected cells
ciliated (p=<0.0001) (Figure 3G). Importantly, rescue was not observed for IMCD3 cells
expressing a patient mutation (NGFP-CEP164-Q525X, Figure 3H). We conclude that
reducing cellular levels of Cep164 affects renal ciliation frequencies without gross
disturbances to tubular architecture, a phenomenon that can be rescued with WT but not
mutant CEP164.
NPHP-RC proteins colocalize with the DDR protein TIP60 to nuclear foci
A non-centrosomal localization for CEP164 was recently described by demonstrating its
translocation to nuclear foci in response to DNA damage (Pan and Lee, 2009;
Sivasubramaniam et al., 2008). In this context CEP164 is thought to play a role in DNA
damage-response (DDR) signaling where it interacts with the DDR protein ATRIP (Figure
S2D), is activated by the DDR proteins ATM and ATR, and is necessary for checkpoint-1
(Chk1) activation. Abrogation of CEP164 function leads to loss of G2/M cell cycle
checkpoint and aberrant nuclear divisions (Sivasubramaniam et al., 2008). Because the
NPHP-RC gene products MRE11 and CEP164 are essential components of DDR signaling,
and because ZNF423 interacts with the bona fide DDR protein PARP1 (Ku et al., 2003), our
identification of mutations in these genes strongly suggested a role of DDR signaling in the
pathogenesis of NPHP-RC (Figure S1). We therefore examined nuclear foci localization for
the newly identified NPHP-RC causing gene products ZNF423 and CEP164 and for
previously identified NPHP-RC gene products.
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Localization of SDCCAG8 (alias NPHP10), in which we had previously identified NPHP-
RC mutations (Otto et al., 2010a), shows nuclear foci in hTERT-RPE cells in addition to its
centrosomal localization (Figure 4B–D). Transient shRNA knockdown confirmed specificity
of the signal (Figure S4B–D). SDCCAG8/NPHP10 did not colocalize with markers for PLM
bodies (Janderova-Rossmeislova et al., 2007) or CENP-C (marking chromosomal
centromeres) (Figure S5A). In contrast SDCCAG8/NPHP10 fully colocalized with SC35 in
hTERT-RPE cells (Figure 4A–C). SC35, also known as serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 2
(SRSF2), is a splicing factor that plays a role in DDR by controlling cell fate decisions in
response to DNA damaging agents (Edmond et al., 2010; Reinhardt et al., 2011). SC35
marks hubs of enhanced gene expression (Szczerbal and Bridger, 2010), is phosphorylated
by topoisomerase I (Elias et al., 2003), and is required for genomic stability during
mammalian organogenesis (Xiao et al., 2007). Moreover, ZNF423 also fully colocalizes
(Figure 4D), and CEP164 partially colocalizes (Figure 4E) with SC35 in nuclear foci.
Consequently, ZNF423 and CEP164 also colocalize with SDCCAG8/NPHP10 in SC35-
positive nuclear foci (Figure 4F,G).
SC35 functions within a TIP60 complex, in which TIP60 acetylates SC35 on lysine 52
(Figure S1B), modifying the role of SC35 in the promotion of apoptosis and inhibition of
G2/M arrest (Edmond et al., 2010), which is regulated by the checkpoint proteins Chk1 and
Chk2 (Figure S1D). Interestingly, the TIP60 protein, together with the heterotrimeric MRN
complex (of which MRE11 is a component) constitutes the major activator of ATM within
the ATM pathway of DDR signaling (Ciccia and Elledge, 2010) (Figure S1A). In hTERT-
RPE cells the ATM activator TIP60 colocalizes to nuclear foci with SC5/SRSF2 (Figure 4H)
and partially with the newly identified NPHP-RC protein CEP164 (Figure 4I). We thus
identify a new group of NPHP-RC proteins and demonstrate that they colocalize to nuclear
foci with the DDR proteins TIP60 and SC35. These gene products include the newly
identified NPHP-RC proteins in ZNF423 and CEP164 as well as SDCCAG8/NPHP10.
Interestingly, the protein OFD1, which is mutated in the ciliopathy oral-facial-digital
syndrome, is part of the TIP60 complex, which is a major ATM activator within DDR
signaling; we recently identified OFD1 as a direct interaction partner of SDCCAG8/
NPHP10 (Figure S1B) (Otto et al., 2010a).
CEP164CEP164 colocalizes with the DDR proteins TIP60 and CHK1 in nuclear foci upon
DNA damage
Because one of the central mechanisms controlled by DDR signaling is cell cycle regulation
through phosphorylation of checkpoint-1 (Chk1) and checkpoint-2 (Chk2) proteins (Figure
S1D), we also tested whether checkpoint proteins are recruited to SC25/SRSF2-positive
nuclear foci. SC35 and p317-Chk1 colocalize to nuclear foci in hTERT-RPE cells (Figure
4J). As colocalization conveys only a static image of DDR components, we then tested
whether localization of CEP164 to nuclear foci was inducible by DNA damage as suggested
(Sivasubramaniam et al., 2008). Following irradiation with 20–50 J/m2 of UV light,
CEP164-positive nuclear foci condensed to larger size and colocalized with newly appearing
TIP60 foci of similar size (Figure 4K–M). Similarly, a pattern of broad CEP164 speckles,
which were CHK1-negative and locate to DAPI-negative domains in untreated cells (Figure
4N), changed to a pattern of multiple smaller foci that were positive for both CEP164 and
CHK1 (Figure 4O). Colocalization of TIP60 and p317-CHK1 in these foci (Figure 4P)
demonstrated that the UV-inducible foci observed in HeLa cells are likely equivalent to the
foci positive for TIP60 and SC35 that we observed as positive for NPHP-RC proteins in
hTERT-RPE cells (Figure 4A–J). We thus demonstrate that CEP164 translocates in response
to DNA damage to nuclear foci that contain the DDR proteins TIP60 and CHK1.
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Reducing endogenous levels of Cep164 causes anaphase lagging chromosomes
Lagging chromosomes on anaphase spindles (”anaphase lag”) are a hallmark of many
mutations that affect mitotic checkpoint integrity. Acute reduction of Cep164 by siCep164
knockdown in IMCD3 cells exacerbated the incidence of anaphase lag from 1% in siCtrl
controls to 21% in siCep164-treated cells, in over 250 anaphases scored from
unsynchronized cells in a total of five independent experiments (Figure 5A–B, p=0.04).
CREST antiserum and DAPI confirmed the presence of incomplete mitotic congression and
unattached kinetochores during late anaphase. This phenomenon was specific, since
doxycycline-inducible expression of WT-CEP164 during Cep164 siRNA knockdown
reduced the incidence of anaphase lag to just 4% (Figure 5B). Untransfected (non-siRNA
treatment) IMCD3 cells had no detectable anaphase lag (0%). These data indicate a
requirement for Cep164 at the G2/M checkpoint.
Human wild type CEP164 but not its NPHP-RC truncation rescues IMCD3 cell proliferation
In clonally selected IMCD3 cells expressing wild type human CEP164 cDNA construct N-
GFP-CEP164-WT under doxycycline (Dox) control, depletion of endogenous mouse
Cep164 retarded proliferation in comparison to either undepleted control cells or undepleted
cells that were Dox-induced to overexpress N-GFP-CEP164-WT alone (Figure 5C).
Cep164-depleted growth was rescued by Dox-induced expression of human N-GFP-
CEP164-WT (Figure 5C). Cells expressing truncated cDNA construct N-GFP-CEP164-
Q525X, modeling the NPHP-RC mutation in family F59, exhibited retarded growth, even
when the endogenous Cep164 was present (Figure 5D), consistent with a dominant negative
effect. Further depletion of the endogenous Cep164 in N-GFP-CEP164-Q525X expressing
cells showed an additive effect on growth retardation, confirming the dominant negative
effect of N-GFP-CEP164-Q525X in this experimental system (Figure 5D).
CDK inhibition translocates Cep164 to the nucleus
CEP164 is required for DNA damage-induced phosphorylation of Chk1, and down
regulation of CEP164 significantly reduces DDR (Maude and Enders, 2005;
Sivasubramaniam et al., 2008). On the other hand, the DDR pathway can also be activated
by the small molecule CDK inhibitor roscovitine, which in addition reduces Chk1
expression (Maude and Enders, 2005). Roscovitine also reduces the development of kidney
cysts in the Nphp9 mouse model, Jck (Bukanov et al., 2006). We therefore tested the
influence of roscovitine (targeting CDK2, 5, 7 and 9) on DDR activation in IMCD3 cells.
Immunofluorescence shows increased uniform distribution of γH2AX (activated H2AX
phosphorylated at Ser139) in the nucleus of IMCD3 cells upon roscovitine treatment in
irradiated cells, indicating partial DDR activation (Figure 5E). Second, in cells treated with
roscovitine, UV irradiation caused enhanced γH2AX staining with a prominent nuclear foci
pattern, characteristic of strong DDR activation (Figure 5F). Immunoblotting showed that
roscovitine decreased the amount of CEP164 present in both control and UV-irradiated cells
(Figure 5G–H). This was most likely due to translocation of CEP164 into the nucleus upon
roscovitine treatment, as shown by subcellular fractionation (Figure 5H). As expected, UV
radiation increased phosphorylation of Chk1 at Ser317 (p-Chk1) (Figure 5G), and
roscovitine decreased Chk1 protein expression and abrogated UV-induced p-Chk1 in both
cytoplasm and nucleus (Figure 5G–H). Together, these data indicate that CDK inhibition by
roscovitine causes nuclear translocation of CEP164 and inhibits Chk1 activation. γH2AX
activation by roscovitine may restore cell cycle control by Chk2 activation instead (Maude
and Enders, 2005).
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CEP164 directly interacts with CCDC92 and TTBK2
NPHP-RC proteins are known to interact with other NPHP-RC proteins in dynamic
complexes that have been termed the “NPHP-JBTS-MKS interaction network” (Sang et al.,
2011). In order to identify novel direct interaction partners of CEP164 we performed yeast
two-hybrid screening of both a random-primed bovine retina and an oligo-dT primed human
retina cDNA library. Full length and partial cDNA clones of CEP164 were used as baits:
CEP164fl (encoding the full length protein), CEP1641-550 (encoding amino acids 1-550),
CEP164551-1100 (encoding amino acids 551-1100) and CEP1641101-1460 (encoding amino
acids 1101-1460). We identified CCDC92 (coiled coil domain containing protein 92) and
TTBK2 (tau tubulin kinase 2) as direct interactors of CEP164 (Figure S5C–J). CCDC92 was
the protein with the most positive clones in the screen with the human oligo-dT retinal
cDNA library, while TTBK2 appeared to be the main CEP164 interactor in the bovine
library. Two overlapping CCDC92 clones were found with baits CEP164fl, CEP1641-550
and CEP1641101-1460 in the human library, however, no CCDC92 clones were identified
with the bovine library (Figure S5C). TTBK2 was identified in both screens, with 12 hits (4
different clones) in the bovine, and a single clone in the human retina cDNA library (Figure
S5C). Interactions between CEP164 and each of these new partners were validated by GST
pulldown (Figure S5D) and co-immunoprecipitation (Figure S5E–H). Immunofluorescence
showed that CCDC92 fully colocalizes with CEP164 at the mother centriole (Figure S5I).
TTBK2 weakly colocalizes with CEP164 at one of the centrioles, but yields a strong signal
at the mid body in dividing hTERT-RPE cells (Figure S5J). Tau tubulin kinase 2 (TTBK2)
is a member of the casein kinase family encoded by the gene mutated in cerebellar ataxia
type 11 (Houlden et al., 2007). TTBK2 can phosphorylate tubulin, and its kinase activity is
required for the phosphorylation of tau by GSK-3β. Tau is a microtubule associated protein
that is also found in the nucleus, where it is a key player in the early stress response/DNA
damage protection of neurons (Sultan et al., 2011).
CEP164 interacts with NPHP3 and DVL3
To determine whether CEP164 interacts with known NPHP-RC proteins, HEK 293T cells
were co-transfected with N-terminally V5-tagged human full-length CEP164 and the seven
different FLAG-tagged human full length proteins NPHP1-NPHP5, NPHP8, NPHP9 or the
control protein CD2AP. NPHP proteins were precipitated, using anti-Flag M2 beads. We
detected interaction of CEP164 with NPHP3 and weakly with NPHP4 (Figure S6A–B),
demonstrating that CEP164 is in a complex with other known NPHP-RC proteins (Figure
S1A–B). The DDR protein DDB1 interacted with NPHP2 (Figure S6C–D).
The dishevelled protein (Dvl) is a central component of the Wnt pathway and it has been
shown that NPHP2/inversin interacts with Dvl targeting it for proteasomal degradation,
thereby liberating the β-catenin destruction complex and triggering a switch from canonical
to non-canonical Wnt signaling (Germino, 2005; Simons et al., 2005). In loss of function of
the NPHP-RC protein NPHP2/INVS, which causes NPHP type 2 in humans (Otto et al.,
2003), this switch is lacking (Simons et al., 2005). By immunoprecipitation coupled to mass
spectrometry using endogenous Dvl3 as bait we here identify interaction between Dvl3 and
CEP164 (Figure S6E–H). Immunocytochemistry reveals that endogenous Dvl3 and CEP164
share centrosomal localization in most cells analyzed (Figure S6A). To further study
CEP164-Dvl3 interaction we performed GST-pull down assay in HEK293T cells as well as
domain mapping, using a set of Dvl3 deletion constructs (Angers et al., 2006). We
demonstrate that GST-CEP164 (aa2-195), which was shown to interact with the DDR
protein ATRIP (Sivasubramaniam et al., 2008), is sufficient to pull down endogenous Dvl3
from the cellular lysate (Figure S6B). Domain mapping for Dvl3 suggests that CEP164
interacts with the proline-rich region of Dvl3, because only mutants containing this sequence
efficiently co-immunoprecipitate with CEP164-GFP (Figure S6C). Interestingly, only wild
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type CEP164-mCherryRFP but not the NPHP-RC causing mutant CEP164-Q525X detected
in family F59 (Table 1) can be efficiently immunoprecipitated with Dvl3 (Figure S6D),
further supporting its pathogenic role.
cep164 loss of function causes NPHP-RC and DDR activation in zebrafish
To test in a vertebrate animal model whether loss of cep164 function results in both, an
NPHP-RC phenotype as well as DDR activation, we performed cep164 knockdown in
zebrafish embryos using a morpholino-oligonucleotide (MO) that targets the exon 7 splice
donor site of cep164 (Fig. 6). A p53 MO was injected to reduce off-target MO effects (Robu
et al., 2007). At 28 hours post fertilization (hpf) we observed the ciliopathy phenotypes of
ventral body axis curvature and cell death (Fig. 6A–C). Embryos showed increased
expression of phosphorylated γH2AX (Fig. 6D–E). At 48 hpf, cep164 morphants displayed
the typical ciliopathy phenotype of abnormal heart looping as a laterality defect (Fig. 6F–I).
Furthermore, at 72 hpf, embryos developed further NPHP-RC phenotypes, including
pronephric tubule cysts (Fig. 6J–K), as well as hydrocephalus and retinal dysplasia (Fig. 6L–
O). To test in a vertebrate animal model whether loss of cep164 function results in both, an
NPHP-RC phenotype as well as DDR activation, we performed cep164 knockdown in
zebrafish embryos using a morpholino-oligonucleotide (MO) that targets the exon 7 splice
donor site of cep164 (Fig. 6). A p53 MO was injected to reduce off-target MO effects (Robu
et al., 2007). At 28 hours post fertilization (hpf) we observed the ciliopathy phenotypes of
ventral body axis curvature and cell death (Fig. 6A–C). Embryos showed increased
expression of phosphorylated γH2AX (Fig. 6D–E). At 48 hpf, cep164 morphants displayed
the typical ciliopathy phenotype of abnormal heart looping as a laterality defect (Fig. 6F–I).
Furthermore, at 72 hpf, embryos developed further NPHP-RC phenotypes, including
pronephric tubule cysts (Fig. 6J–K), as well as hydrocephalus and retinal dysplasia (Fig. 6L–
O).
Depletion of CEP164 or ZNF423(Zfp423) causes sensitivity to DNA damaging agents
To assess whether depletion of CEP164 causes sensitivity to DNA damage, Cep164
expression was stably suppressed in the mouse renal cell line IMCD3 (Fig. 6P–Q). Cep164
knockdown resulted in a dose-dependent increase of γH2AX intensity levels in a FACS
analysis, signifying increased radiation sensitivity to IR and perturbed DDR. Cellular
sensitivity to IR was also seen in cells depleted of CEP164 using a multicolor competition
assay (MCA) (Smogorzewska et al., 2007) (Figure S7A–B).
To test whether ZNF423(Zfp423) affects DDR, we examined P19 cells, which express high
levels of endogenous Zfp423 (Fig. 6R–T). Replicate cultures infected with lentivirus
expressing either scrambled control or Zfp423-targeted shRNA were exposed to 0–10 Gy of
X-irradiation and imaged for Zfp423 and nuclear γH2AX foci (Fig. 6R). Quantification
showed significantly increased γH2AX intensities in Zfp423-depleted cells at lower (0.5
and 1.0 Gy) exposures (Fig. 6S), but the effect was non-significant when corrected for
number of exposures. To determine whether sensitivity to lower dose is reproducible, we
exposed 32 additional cultures at 1.0 Gy (Fig. 6T). Normalized γH2AX fluorescence in
Zfp423 knockdown had both higher mean (9.6 vs. 4.7) and median (6.6 vs. 5.2) values than
control (Fig. 6T). These data replicate the radiation sensitivity with high significance
(p=0.018, Mann-Whitney U test, 2 tails), indicating that P19 cells require Zfp423 for
quantitatively normal DDR. These results are further confirmed by multicolor competition
assays Figure S7C.
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DISCUSSION
Disease gene identification implicates NPHP-RC proteins in DDR
We here provide evidence that NPHP-RC proteins may play a role in DDR signaling by
demonstrating, i) mutation of MRE11, ZNF423 and CEP164 in NPHP-RC individuals; ii)
abrogation by an NPHP-RC mutation of the ZNF423 interaction with the DDR protein
PARP1; iii) colocalization of the centrosomal proteins ZNF423, CEP164, and SDCCAG8/
NPHP10 to nuclear foci with the DDR protein TIP60; iv) cellular sensitivity to DNA
damaging agents upon knockdown of ZNF423 or CEP164, v) occurrence of dysregulated
DDR and an NPHP-RC phenotype in zebrafish upon knockdown of cep164.
Relations of DDR to the NPHP-RC phenotype of ataxia
Many DDR signaling proteins have been shown to localize to nuclear foci as well as to
centrosomes. These include among others p53, MRE11, TIP60, ATR, CHK1, CHK2,
BRCA1, Rad51 (Kramer et al., 2004). In addition, dual localization of proteins at
centrosomes as well as at nuclear foci has been demonstrated for multiple known DDR
proteins related to ataxia or CVH. This includes MRE11 as well as the DDR proteins ATR
(ataxia telangiectasia-related), CEP152, and pericentrin, all three of which are mutated in the
Seckel syndrome (primordial dwarfism), a progeria syndrome with CVH (Griffith et al.,
2008; Kalay et al., 2011; Murga et al., 2009). Individuals with mutations in the three NPHP-
RC-causing genes that we identify here, MRE11, ZNF423 and CEP164, share the NPHP-RC
phenotype of CVH phenotype and ataxia. The first protein that strongly linked DDR
signaling to the ataxia phenotype was the protein ATM (ataxia telangiectasia mutated)
(Savitsky et al., 1995). Shortly thereafter, mutation of MRE11, which is a direct interaction
partner and activator of ATM within the MRN complex (Figure S1A), was demonstrated to
cause ataxia (Stewart et al., 1999), a finding that we confirm here. The other interaction
partner necessary for ATM activation within DDR signaling is the TIP60 complex, a histone
acetyltransferase (HAT) multisubunit complex (Ciccia and Elledge, 2010) (Figure S1A).
The TIP60 protein interacts with SC35 (Figure S1C) and, upon genotoxic stress, ceases to
inhibit SC35, which causes to G2/M arrest (Edmond et al., 2010). Interestingly, we identify
here in individuals with NPHP-RC, CVH and ataxia, mutations in proteins that colocalize to
nuclear foci with TIP60 and/or its interaction partner SC35. These proteins are ZNF423,
CEP164 and the previously identified NPHP-RC protein SDCCAG8/NPHP10 (Otto et al.,
2010a).
As a further link between ataxia and mutation of NPHP-RC proteins, we had previously
identified in individuals with NPHP-RC and ataxia mutation of ATXN10 (encoding
ataxin-10), and demonstrated interaction of ATXN10 with NPHP5 (Sang et al., 2011)
(Figure S1C). We also identify here as a direct interaction partner of CEP164 the protein
TTBK2 (Figure S8), which if defective causes spinocerebellar ataxia 11 (SCA11) or pure
ataxia (Houlden et al., 2007). Finally, we demonstrate that NPHP3, another protein that is
deficient in NPHP-RC with CVH and ataxia (Bergmann et al., 2008), interacts with CEP164
(Figure S9). Our findings support the notion that many products of genes, which if mutated
cause ataxia or NPHP-RC with ataxia, play a role in DDR and are part of a dynamic protein
complex.
A DDR-based pathogenic hypothesis of dysplasia and degeneration in NPHP-RC
We here generate evidence that proteins, which if defective cause NPHP-RC, exhibit dual
localization at centrosomes as well as in nuclear foci, and that they play a role in DDR. We
also demonstrate the parallel occurrence of DDR defects with an NPHP-RC phenotype upon
cep164 knockdown in zebrafish. We therefore propose that defects in DDR may participate
in the pathogenesis of NPHP-RC. Whereas, multiple signaling pathways have been
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implicated in the pathogenesis of NPHP-RC (Hildebrandt et al., 2011), including non-
canonical (Simons et al., 2005) and canonical Wnt signaling (Yu et al., 2009), Shh signaling
(Huangfu et al., 2003), and mitotic spindle orientation (Fischer et al., 2006), none of them
consistently explains the phenotypes observed. Particularly, none of these mechanisms
provides a model for the dichotomy of dysplasia phenotypes resulting from null-alleles of
NPHP-RC genes versus degenerative phenotypes resulting from hypomorphic alleles of the
same NPHP-RC genes. Based on the findings described in this work, we propose a
pathogenic hypothesis for NPHP-RC that implicates DDR signaling as a relevant disease
mechanism. Within this hypothesis loss of function of NPHP-RC proteins with a dual role in
DDR and centrosomal signaling, would cause disturbance of cell cycle checkpoint control,
which is particularly detrimental for embryonic and adult progenitor cell survival. This
notion is in accordance with the orthologous mouse model for ZNF423 loss of function, the
Zfp423−/− mouse, in which CVH with ataxia is caused by defective adult progenitor cell
survival in the cerebellum (Alcaraz et al., 2006).
Within this pathogenic hypothesis for NPHP-RC, a DDR signaling defect would lead to
impairment of cell cycle checkpoint control, which in turn would cause lack of progenitor
cells. This hypothesis could lend a possible explanation to the following persisting
conundrum of NPHP-RC pathogenesis: In certain NPHP genes (e.g., NPHP3, 6, or 8) null
mutations cause severe, congenital-onset phenotypes of dysplasia and malformation in
kidney, eye, CVH, and liver, whereas hypomorphic mutations in the same gene cause only
late-onset degenerative phenotypes such as renal tubular degeneration and fibrosis
(nephronophthisis), retinal degeneration (Senior-Loken syndrome), and liver fibrosis.
However, the disease mechanisms of neither the degenerative nor the dysplastic phenotypes
are understood. These findings suggest that null mutations act during morphogenesis in
embryonic development causing dysplasia and malformation, whereas hypomorphic
mutations act during the “chronic” processes of tissue maintenance and repair, which are
spread out over months or years of the life of an organism. Because DDR signaling is in
high demand under conditions of high proliferation during development (morphogenesis),
causing high “replication stress” to progenitor cells, tissue dysplasia would be an expected
pathogenic outcome. Conversely, during tissue maintenance, low replication stress would be
expected, but persistent DDR impairment would allow slow accumulation of DNA damage
with a phenotype of tissue degeneration.
At least two related findings support this model: i) In a mouse conditional knockout model
of the cystic kidney disease gene Pkhd1, knockout of the gene before two weeks of postnatal
life, up to which a high proliferation state prevailed, caused (dysplastic) kidney cysts,
whereas knockdown after two weeks of postnatal life, when proliferation rate was shown to
be dramatically reduced, only caused occasional cysts, the number of which increased when
tissue injury was induced (Piontek et al., 2007). This phenomenon could be explained by
different degrees of replication stress, and thereby DDR activation, under different
proliferation rates. ii) In Seckel syndrome (primordial dwarfism), a progeria syndrome with
CVH caused by mutation of the centrosomal and DDR proteins ATR, CEP152, or
pericentrin, the degree of cerebellar impairment is dependent on cell proliferation state
(Kalay et al., 2011; Murga et al., 2009; Rauch et al., 2008).
Thus a DDR-related pathomechanism could explain how recessive mutation of the same
NPHP-RC gene may cause both, dysplasia and malformation (in Meckel syndrome) versus
slow tissue degeneration (in NPHP) due to high versus low replication stress, respectively.
In this model null mutations would act during the high proliferation states of embryonic
development/morphogenesis with high replication stress, causing organ dysplasia and
malformation, whereas hypomorphic mutations of the same NPHP-RC gene would act
during the low-proliferation state of tissue maintenance with low proliferation stress,
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causing organ degeneration and fibrosis by accumulation of DNA damage over the course of
years. Both phenotypes could be mediated through rapid loss of embryonic progenitor cells
versus slow loss of adult progenitor cells. Under this hypothesis the degenerative phenotypes
of NPHP-RC would represent a disease mechanism of organ-specific premature aging
mediated by DDR defects.
A DDR-based pathogenic hypothesis might explain specific organ involvement in NPHP-
RC
Another conundrum of NPHP-RC pathogenesis is the question why organ degeneration
occurs in specific organs and at characteristic sites. Most prominently there is involvement
of kidney, eye, liver and cerebellum. In the kidney, fibrosis and cysts are most prominent at
the corticomedully junction of the kidneys. In the eye, there is retinal degeneration. In the
liver, fibrosis is strictly periportal, i.e. surrounding the bile ducts. Along the lines of a DRR-
related pathogenic hypothesis of NPHP-RC (see above), it is tempting to speculate that the
specific tissue regions or cell types affected in NPHP-RC are more strongly exposed to
genotoxins. In the kidney, the distal convoluted tubule segment, for which we here show
increased γH2AX staining as a reflection of pronounced DDR (Figure 6D), and around
which most fibrotic changes occur, could be more strongly exposed to genotoxins such as
hydroxyurea. Retinal degeneration could theoretically be caused by slow postnatal
accumulation of UV light-induced DNA damage. Most strikingly, bile duct-surrounding
cholangiocytes in the liver are the one mammalian cell type that is most strongly exposed to
genotoxins that are generated as metabolic end-products by the liver for excretion in bile.
In summary, a testable pathogenic hypothesis of NPHP-RC that implicates DDR signaling,
impaired cell cycle checkpoint control with lack of progenitor cells might potentially explain
some of the ill understood features of ciliopathies:
i. It might provide a mechanism for the dual phenotypes of degeneration/dysplasia
seen in NPHP-RC in kidney, eye, cerebellum and liver.
ii. It would implicate in the NPHP-RC pathogenesis, lack of response to replication
stress-sensing as a functional basis for understanding the dualism of dysplasia that
occurs in high-proliferation states during development/morphogenesis or repair
versus degeneration, which occurs during the low proliferation state of tissue
maintenance.
iii. It would characterize the degenerative phenotypes as diseases of organ-specific
premature aging, thereby pointing in new directions for identification of small
compounds for therapy including cyclin inhibitors.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Research subjects
We obtained blood samples and pedigrees following informed consent from individuals with
NPHP-RC and/or their parents. Approval for human subjects research was obtained from the
University of Michigan Institutional Review Board, McGill University Health Centre and
the other institutions involved. The diagnosis of NPHP-RC was based on published clinical
criteria (Chaki et al., 2011). Rat studies were performed according to Dutch Animal Welfare
laws and were locally reviewed by the University of Utrecht Animal Ethical Committee
(DEC). Human subjects provided informed consent to the use of their tissue for research
purposes.
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Linkage analysis
For genome-wide homozygosity mapping the GeneChip® Human Mapping 250k StyI Array
from Affymetrix was used. Non-parametric LOD scores were calculated using a modified
version of the program GENEHUNTER 2.1 (Kruglyak et al., 1996; Strauch et al., 2000)
through stepwise use of a sliding window with sets of 110 SNPs and the program
ALLEGRO (Gudbjartsson et al., 2000) in order to identify regions of homozygosity as
described (Hildebrandt et al., 2009c; Sayer et al., 2006) using a disease allele frequency of
0.0001 and Caucasian marker allele frequencies.
Bioinformatics
Genetic location is according to the February 2009 Human Genome Browser data
(http://www.genome.ucsc.edu).
Statistical analysis
Student’s two-tailed non-paired t-tests and normal distribution two-tailed z-tests were
carried out using pooled standard error and s.d. values to determine the statistical
significance of different cohorts.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
• Mutations of ZNF423 or CEP164 are novel causes of retinal-renal ciliopathies.
• The gene products colocalize with TIP60 to both, centrosomes and nuclear foci.
• Knockdown of ZNF423 or CEP164 impairs DNA damage response (DDR)
signaling.
• Knockdown of cep164 in zebrafish causes a ciliopathy phenotype and
dysregulated DDR.
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Figure 1. Identification of recessive mutations in MRE11, ZNF423 and CEP164 in NPHP-RC
using homozygosity mapping and WER
Data regarding homozygosity mapping and mutations are shown for family A3471 with
MRE11 mutation (A–B), family F874 with ZNF423 mutation (C–D), and family
KKESH001 with CEP164 mutation (E–F). (A, C, E) Non-parametric lod scores (NPL) are
plotted across the human genome in 3 families (A3471, F874 and KKESH001) with NPHP-
RC (see also Table 1). The x-axis shows SNP positions on human chromosomes
concatenated from p-ter (left) to q-ter (right). Genetic distance is given in cM. Maximum
NPL peaks (Hildebrandt et al., 2009b) (red circles) indicate candidate regions of
homozygosity by descent. The genes MRE11, ZNF423 and CEP164 are positioned (arrow
heads) within one of the maximum NPL peaks.
(B, D, F) Homozygous mutations detected in families with NPHP-RC. Family number
(underlined), mutation (arrowheads) and predicted translational changes (in parenthesis) are
indicated (see also Table 1). Sequence traces are shown for mutations above normal
controls. (For additional mutations in other families see also Table 1 and Figure S2).
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Figure 2. Two ZNF423 mutations have dominant negative characteristics (A–D), ZNF423
mutation abrogates interaction with PARP1 (E), and ZNF423 directly interacts with the NPHP-
RC protein CEP290/NPHP6 (F–G)
(A) Amino acid residues altered by NPHP-RC mutations in ZNF423 are drawn in relation to
functional annotation of its 30 Zn-fingers.
(B–D) S-phase index assay (fraction of transfected cells incorporating BrdU) for P19 cells
transfected with either wildtype or mutant ZNF423. (B) Representative field of cells
transfected with wildtype ZNF423 shows high frequency of BrdU+ FLAG+ double-positive
cells. (C) ZNF423–H1277Y transfected cells exhibits fewer FLAG–positive cells and a
lower proportion that are double positive. (D) S-phase index measured in duplicate
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transfections for each of three DNA preparations per construct. A GFP construct was used as
a nonspecific control. Constructs with P506fsX43 and H1277Y mutations detected in
NPHP-RC show significantly reduced S-phase index (p>10−5, ANOVA with post-hoc
TukeyHSD).
(E) ZNF423 interacts with PARP1. P19 cells were co-transfected with expression
constructs for N-terminally V5-tagged human full-length ZNF423 and FLAG-tagged human
full length PARP1. Comparable amounts of both proteins were present in all lysates (lower
panels). Proteins were precipitated, using anti-V5 (upper panels) and anti-Flag antibodies
(middle panels), respectively. Reciprocal coIP demonstrates interaction between ZNF423
and PARP1. Note that the ZFN423 mutation P506fsX43 abrogates this interaction (arrow
head) and that mutation H1277Y diminishes ZNF423 multimerization (arrow).
(F–G) ZNF423 directly interacts with CEP290/NPHP6.
(F) A human fetal brain yeast two-hybrid library screened with human CEP290/NPHP6
(JAS2; aa 1917–2479) fused to the DNA-binding domain of GAL4 (pDEST32) identified
ZNF423 as a direct interaction partner of CEP290/NPHP6. The interaction was confirmed
using direct yeast two-hybrid assay where 1 and 2 represent colony growth of CEP290 bait
with ZNF423 prey. a–e are controls for colony growth on medium deficient in histidine,
leucine and tryptophan.
(G) HEK293T were cotransfected with human V5-tagged partial human V5-CEP290 clone
and GFP-tagged full-length human ZNF423 clone. Immunoprecipitation with anti-V5 (lane
2), but not control IgG (lane 3) precipitated both the V5-tagged CEP290 (arrowhead) as well
as gfp-tagged ZNF423 (arrow).
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Figure 3. (A–D) Expression of mutant CEP164 in renal epithelial cells abrogates localization to
centrosomes
(A) Immunofluorescence using α-SDCCAG8/NPHP10-CG antibody, labels both centrioles,
whereas α-CEP164-ENR antibody demonstrates CEP164 staining at the mother centriole
only.
(B) Inducible overexpression of N-terminally GFP-tagged human full-length CEP164
isoform 1 (NGFP-CEP164-WT) in IMCD3 cells demonstrates, in addition to a cytoplasmic
expression pattern, localization at one of the two centrioles (inset, arrow heads) consistent
with selective localization to the mother centriole (Graser et al., 2007). Both centrioles are
stained with an anti-γ-tubulin antibody.
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(C) In contrast, the centrosomal signal is abrogated upon overexpression of an N-terminally
GFP-tagged truncated CEP164 construct representing the mutation p.Q525X.
(D) The number of centrosomes positive for CEP164 is reduced upon overexpression of C-
terminally GFP-tagged human full-length CEP164 isoform 1 (CGFP-hCEP164-WT), which
mimics the mutation p.X1460fs57 that causes a read-through of the stop-codon X1460,
adding 57 aberrant amino acid residues to the C-terminus of CEP164. Similar data was
obtained upon CEP164 expression in hTERT-RPE cells (see also Figure S3B–D).
IMCD3 cells were stably transfected with the respective CEP164 constructs in a retroviral
vector for doxycyclin-inducible expression (pRetroX-Tight-Pur). Scale bars represent 10
μm.
(E–H) Knockdown of Cep164 disrupts ciliary frequency.
(E) Depletion of Cep164 by siRNA (F) causes a ciliary defect in 3D spheroid growth assays.
IMCD3 cells transfected with either siCtrl or siCep164 were grown to spheroids in 72 hours
and immunostained for acetylated tubulin (red). DAPI stains nuclei (blue). Doxycycline
induced stably transfected NGFP-hCEP164-WT (green). Space bar represents 5 μm.
(G) Nuclei and cilia were scored within a single spheroid to generate ciliary frequencies.
siCep164 transfected cells manifest lower cilia frequencies (33%) compared to control
transfected IMCD3 cells (49%). Induction of NGFP-hCEP164-WT in siCep164 transfected
cells rescues this ciliary defect (57%). 50 spheroids per condition were analysed in three
independent experiments. Error bars represent SEM, n=3, *p-value <0.0002.
(H) Ciliary frequency is not rescued by mutant CEP164. Ciliary frequencies are reduced in
siCep164 transfected IMCD3 cells (39%) compared to control siCtrl transfected IMCD3
cells (54%). Induction of NGFP-hCEP164-Q525X does not rescue this ciliary defect (34%).
50 spheroids per condition were analyzed. Error bars represent SEM, ***p-value <0.0002.
See also Figure S3.
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Figure 4. (A–P) Colocalization upon immunofluorescence of the NPHP-RC proteins SDCCAG8/
NPHP10, ZNF423 and CEP164 to nuclear foci that are positive for the DDR signaling proteins
SC35, TIP60 and Chk1 in hTERT-RPE cells
(A–G) Colocalization of NPHP-RC proteins with SC35 in nuclear foci. SDCCAG8/NPHP10
(A–C) and ZNF423 (D) fully colocalize to nuclear foci with SC35, and (E) CEP164 partially
colocalizes with SC35. SDCCAG8/NPHP10 also colocalizes with the newly identified
NPHP-RC proteins ZNF423 (F) and CEP164 (G).
(H–J) Colocalization of NPHP-RC proteins with the DDR protein TIP60 I nuclear foci.
(H) TIP60 fully colocalizes with SC35.
(I) TIP60 partially colocalizes with CEP164.
(J) Chk1 fully colocalizes with SC35/SRSF2. DNA is stained in blue with DAPI. Scale bars
represent 5μm.
(K–P) Colocalization of DDR and NPHP proteins upon induction of DDR by UV radiation
in HeLa cells.
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(K) Following irradiation of HeLa cells with UV light at 20 J/m2 a strong
immunofluorescence signal of an anti-γH2AX antibody indicates activation of DDR.
(L–M) Upon irradiation with UV light, CEP164-positive nuclear foci condense and
colocalize with newly appearing TIP60 foci of similar size.
(N–O) In untreated cells (N) a pattern of broad CEP164 speckles, which are CHK1-negative
and locate to DAPI-negative domains, changes to a pattern of multiple smaller foci (O) that
are double-positive for both, CEP164-N11 and CHK1.
(P) p317-CHK1 fully colocalizes with TIP60 to nuclear foci and to the centrosome (arrow
head).
See also Figures S4, S5.
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Figure 5. Knockdown of Cep164 causes anaphase lag and retarded cell growth
(A–B) Knockdown of CEP164 causes anaphase lag. siCep164 knockdown in IMCD3 cells
increased anaphase lag incidence from 1% after siCtrl to 21% after siCep164-treated cells (n
>250 anaphases, five independent experiments). CREST antiserum (red) and DAPI (blue)
confirmed the presence of incomplete mitotic congression and unattached kinetochores
during late anaphase (white arrows). Doxycycline-inducible expression of WT-CEP164
during Cep164 siRNA knockdown reduced the incidence of anaphase lag to 4%, whereas
untransfected IMCD3 cells had no detectable anaphase lag (0%) (B). Bars represent SEM, p
values (student T-test) are indicated above the bar graph.
(C–D) Transient knockdown of Cep164 inhibits proliferation, which is rescued by wild
type but not mutant CEP164. In clonally selected and doxycycline (Dox)-inducible mouse
IMCD3 cells siRNA knockdown was performed.
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(C) IMCD3 cells depleted of murine Cep164 grew more slowly (siRNA, green line) than
non-depleted cells (control, blue line) or the non-depleted cells induced to express human
wild type CEP164 (Dox, red line). Expression of WT Cep164 in siRNA-depleted cells
rescued the slow growth phenotype of Cep164 depletion (siRNA+dox, purple line).
(D) As in C, except mutant Cep164 cDNA (CEP164-Q525X) was expressed under
doxycyclin control. Expression of this allele itself had a negative impact on cell growth
(green line), suggesting a dominant negative effect. An even greater negative effect was seen
when the endogenous Cep164 was depleted in cells expressing CEP164-Q525X (siRNA
+dox, purple line). The average counts are plotted with standard deviations. Asterisks
indicates significant differences by unpaired Student’s t-test (P< 0.05).
(E–H) The effect of roscovitine on UV-induced DDR. Cells were UV-irradiated with 30 J/
m2 and analyzed 1 h post UV-irradiation. Where indicated, cells were pre-incubated for 24 h
with the CDK inhibitor roscovitine (80 μM). (E–F) Immunofluorescence analysis showed
that roscovitine triggered uniform nuclear distribution of γH2AX (activated H2AX
phosphorylated at Ser139) in non UV-irradiated cells suggesting partial DDR activation (E).
UV radiation caused enhanced γH2Ax staining with a prominent nuclear foci pattern,
characteristic of strong DDR activation (F).
(G–H) The effect of roscovitine on UV-triggered subcellular localization of CEP164
and Chk1. CEP164 and Chk1 proteins, along with nuclear marker Sam68 and cytoplasmic
marker 14.3.3 were analyzed by western blot. Roscovitine decreased the amount of CEP164
present in control and UV-irradiated cells (G). This was most likely due to translocation of
CEP164 into the nucleus upon roscovitine treatment as shown by subcellular fractionation
(H). As expected, UV radiation increased phosphorylation of Chk1 at Ser317 (p-Chk1) (G),
and roscovitine decreased Chk1 protein expression and abrogated UV-induced p-Chk1 in
both cytoplasm and nucleus (G–H). Proteins 14.3.3 and Sam68 serve as controls for
cytoplasmic vs. nuclear fraction, respectively. See also Figure S6.
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Figure 6. Knockdown of cep164 in zebrafish embryos results in ciliopathy phenotypes, and
knockdown of Cep164 or Zfp423(Znf423) causes sensitivity to DNA damage
A morpholino-oligonucleotide (cep164 MO) targeting the exon 7 splice donor site of
zebrafish cep164 was injected into fertilized eggs at the one to four-cells stage together with
p53 MO (0.2 mM) to minimize non-specific MO effects.
(A–E) Whereas p53 MO injection (n=67) did not produce any phenotype (A), coinjection of
cep164 MO at 28 hpf caused the mild ciliopathy phenotype of ventral body axis curvature in
48% of embryos (60/125) (B). 50% of embryos (62/125) showed severe cell death
throughout the body as judged by grey-appearing cells in the head region (C). Embryos with
severe cell death also showed increased expression of phosphorylated γH2AX (D)
compared to p53 MO control (E). Most embryos with massive cell death did not survive
beyond 48 hpf.
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(F–I) At 48 hpf, surviving cep164 morphants displayed the ciliopathy phenotype of
laterality defects. Whereas p53 MO did not cause any abnormal heart looping (F,G), cep164
MO caused inverted heart looping (H) or ambiguous heart looping (I). (A, atrium; L, left; V,
ventricle)
(J–M) At 72 hpf, embryos developed further ciliopathy phenotypes. When compared to p53
MO controls (J), pronephric tubules (arrow heads) exhibited cystic dilation (K, asterisks) in
25% (7/28) of embryos. In addition, when compared to p53 MO controls (L), 0% (0/67) of
embryos showed kidney cysts, hydrocephalus (asterisk), or retinal dysplasia (brackets) (M).
(N) At 0.2 mM, cep164 MO knockdown effectively altered mRNA processing as revealed
by RT-PCR. The wild type (WT) mRNA product is 339 bp. A shorter aberrantly spliced
mRNA product appeared in cep164 morphants (asterisks), and the normal mRNA product
was significantly reduced. p53 MO alone did not affect cep164 mRNA processing. See also
Figure S7.
(O) Quantification of γ-H2AX levels in cep164 MO morphants. Whole fish lysates were
prepared from morphants injected with control MO (p53 0.2 mM) or cep164 MO (p53 0.2
mM, cep164 0.2 mM). Injection of cep164-targeting MO causes upregulation of γ-H2AX in
cep164 kd embryos signifying perturbed DDR. γ-H2AX levels correlate with the
phenotypic severity of the cep164 morphants (see panels A–C). Anti-α-tubulin antibody
was used to show equal loading.
(P–Q) Cep164-deficient IMCD3 cells exhibit radiation sensitivity. In IMCD3 cells
transduced with shRNA retrovirus, Cep164 expression was suppressed by shRNA
knockdown to about 20% of control as judged by qPCR (P). Cep164 knockdown resulted in
a dose-dependent increase of γH2AX positive cells in a FACS assay, signifying increased
radiation sensitivity to IR and perturbed DDR. See also Figure S8. In (Q) the level of
significance of two-tailed t-test (p<0.001) is indicated by an asterisk.
(R–T) Zfp423(Znf423)-deficient P19 cells exhibit radiation sensitivity. P19 cells
transduced with shRNA lentivirus were exposed to the indicated level X-irradiation. Zfp423
and γH2AX immunofluorescence was quantified in matched replicate cultures for each
virus 2h after irradiation.
(R) Representative images illustrate dose-responsiveness of γH2AX and effective
knockdown of Zfp423 expression.
(S) γH2AX intensity normalized to DAPI+ nuclei is increased following IR at 0.5 and 1.0
Gy, signifying increased IR sensitivity and perturbed DDR (2 fields from each of 6 replicate
cultures per condition). Asterisks, uncorrected pair-wise p<0.05, Mann-Whitney U test, 2
tails.
(T) Histogram shows average γH2AX intensity per cell in 16 additional replicate cultures
for each shRNA at 1.0 Gy exposure. P=0.018, Mann-Whitney U test, 2 tails. See also Figure
S8.
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